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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting of SMSC will be the Annual General Meeting to
be held on Tuesday, 26 July 2016 at 7:30 at the Onslow
Room, Wharf 7 at Darling Harbour unless otherwise notified.
You can pay your annual membership fee if you wish, Raffle tickets (to be
drawn at the Expo) for wonderful model prizes will also be available.
The AGM will be followed by the first of our “Trash & Treasure” sale of
items that are surplus to Members’ needs and time permitting there will
also be a S&T so Members and visitors may wish to bring along projects
for display and discussion.
At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant. Applications will be by volunteering for a position. Every Member should consider
joining the Executive in one of the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Members

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T
The next meeting of the Endeavour Group will be at the home of
Ralph Hannaford
on Sunday,

19 June 2016

from 10:00am to noon

at 2 Tulipwood Ave., Oran Park (turn off Grice Street - if problems finding
us ring 0414 236 913) unless otherwise notified
Visitors welcome, members and visitors may wish to bring along projects
for display and discussion.

PRESIDENT’S BLOG
Hello to all our members and readers. We are fast approaching our Expo in August
at St George Sailing Club and preparations are well advanced to ensure that the
day will be another resounding success similar to last year’s event. The subcommittee planning this event are working hard to ensure we get the best exposure
in the media and via other maritime clubs in the lead-up and we are certain it will reflect in attendance on the day. To all our modellers who’ve exhibited in the past, we look forward to
seeing more of your fine work on display and perhaps ‘new’ additions to your collection to
display at this years Expo.
In addition to the Expo, the club is now actively participating in ‘Collectormania’ and other Toy/
Collectable fairs & expos to promote the hobby and our club and you will see details of these
in this issue. Significant interest in the work of our modellers is always on show at these
events.
Our next meeting is the AGM to be held at Wharf 7 of the ANMM on the 26 July at 7:30pm
which will be followed by a ‘Trash & treasure’ sale. What a great opportunity to offload excess
timbers, parts, tools etc and maybe, find some bargains! Hope to see lots of you at this
meeting. We are in a sound financial position thanks to generous sponsorship we continue to
receive from the Australian National Maritime Museum for which we are extremely grateful.
A quick reminder to everyone that membership fees of $50 fall due again at the July AGM.
Happy modelling and look forward to seeing many of you at the AGM.
Cheers,
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Thank you to all those who continue to make an effort and keep the Chatterbox alive.
There does seem to be some confusion however as to the closing date for articles for
publication. I usually publish Chatterbox the night (or 2 nights) after the bimonthly
meeting advertising the next meetings to make sure that everyone has as much
notice of the dates as possible. I also need a few days to get the format etc correct, so I wish to
close entries say, 1 week before.
For example, the next meeting is the AGM is on July 26, I will be publishing on 27th or 28th
July and I need time to format the whole issue so I would prefer to have all articles and material
to me by 20th July at the latest.
I hope this will assist all who wish to contribute, this will certainly make my life easier.

SYNOPSIS:
COMMITTEE MEETING
Granville RSL. — 24 May 2016









Resolved that a synopsis of the important points discussed at the committee meeting will
be published in the CHATTERBOX to keep all members abreast of club decisions.
The Richmond Boat show is on 17 – 18 Sept.
Port Macquarie show (9-10 July) has been cancelled.
Everything is in hand for the EXPO.
Collectoramania is on Sun 10 July.
Penrith Toy and Hobby fair is on 27 and 28 August.
It was decided to have a membership/welfare officer who would record and encourage
membership, and look after the welfare of members. Alan Bideleux appointed.
Resolved to go back to the original system of fee payment, ie that all fees are due after
the July AGM. A pro-rata system still operates for those joining part way through their
first year. For current members, all fees are due at the July AGM (this year, 26 July).

PHOTOBOOKS
At the request of Members, a pictorial record of the 2015 EXPO has been
prepared, it is an 80 page “coffee table book”. Many of you have seen this
professional looking publication in past years.
To take part in this once only opportunity, orders must be placed with Tom
Wolf (and arrangements for payment made) by no later than June 10th
The cost of the books is $40 each.
Contact Tom on 0411 339 590, or by email tom@aces.net.au.
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March 22 S&T at Darling Harbour
Eight Members attended the S&T at the Onslow Room, Wharf 7.
Presentations were made by Richard Keyes and Michael Bennett, but during
the course of the evening all who attended took the opportunity to discuss the
projects they were working on and therefore all benefited from the meeting..
Richard Keyes exhibited his ST ROCH This
is a Billings kit slightly embellished with the
addition of a couple of items which were
gleaned from photos sent to Richard by a
member of the Canberra Club who regularly
goes to Vancouver where the real ship is permanently displayed in a maritime museum. A
few more photos were found on the internet, as
was a small book relating her history.

ST ROCH was a Royal Canadian Mounted Police patrol boat which was the first vessel to go
through the Northwest Passage both ways. First
west to east in 1940 and then in 1944 it went
east to west from Halifax to Vancouver.

It was built in 1928 and had the upper deck
house added years later.
cont. p.5
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Richard also exhibited his BOMB VESSEL This half model of a bomb ketch is based on information in the Anatomy of a Ship book about GRANADO.

Richard started out with half cross section
pieces mounted on a board at their respective
station positions.
The first layer of planking was pinned but not glued to the frames. These planks are glued to
each other but not to the frames. When this layer was finished, the pins were removed and a
second layer of thinner veneer was glued on. When dry, these two layers were then removed
from the building frame, the insides were sanded smooth and a third layer was glued to the insides. With three layers, the shell of the hull comes out very strong.

The rest of the model is just a matter of fabricating and gluing in place the various components
of the interior and deck of the ship. The figurehead and transom decorations were items left
over from previous models. The ship’s bell is the only thing not in cross section. The mortars
were made from two pieces of timber glued together which were separated after the mortar
was lathed and drilled .
Both the models of ST ROCH and the BOMB VESSEL are mounted on blue perspex for a
change from Richard’s usual tan vinyl bases.
Michael Bennett brought along his 1:600 scale model of HMS SIRIUS, he did indicate that he
was having some issues with planking, but from what we could see we are sure that he will
end up with a
beautiful miniature model of this
historic vessel.
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SHIP MODELLER —
The late IAN KNAPP
By Mike Barton
Ian’s profession was chemical engineering however he
had many other varied interests; photography, scuba
diving, abseiling, bush walking, canyoning, abseiling
and of course model making.
Although most of his models were wooden period
ships, prior to this he had made the plastic (AIRFIX)
planes, yacht and ships. He had also constructed RC
gliders which were launched from grounds within Macquarie University with a bungie cord and flown over the
buildings trying and catch the thermals rising from the
roof top air conditioning equipment.
Ian and Cynthia had two sons and RC off-road vehicles
also became a hobby. During his three years of retirement Ian took up metalworking, and made four working model steam engines. These models run
on compressed air.
Ian was a methodical and meticulous modeller.
Before he started making model wooden ships,
he made a Norwegian Stave church so as to develop some woodworking skills.
Ian started making the wooden model ships using kits however he soon realised he could do
better. Ian would purchase the complete kit but
then buy better timber for certain parts and
would add authentic rigging such that if sails
were attached, the ship could actually sail making it a truer replica.

His work was always thoroughly researched and
models were made with painstaking attention to
detail, resulting in magnificent ships.
Most of the time Ian would have two models on
the go at once. One was at the rigging stage
while the other may have been at the planking
stage. That way he did not get bored or fatigued
with what he was doing.
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cont. p.7

In all, Ian constructed 24 wooden
model ships, the bulk of which
are displayed in a wall size display cabinet.
Like many modellers, Ian developed his own techniques for certain processes.
He had an extensive library of
model making books and was
always willing to assist and advise others. Actually it was Ian
who initiated my interested in this
pastime.

Sadly, Ian lost his life in a
pursuit he loved – canyoning,
in
December
2007. The modelling world
is now missing a truly talented person.
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LEON’S TIPS & TRICKS #1:
Hello members,

1.

No glue at this stage. Using a
beer coaster or any flat base use
four pieces of grate and form
your outline.

3.

5.

Gratings can be a nightmare, this trick works for me!

2.

Add all of the pieces to one side.
Free hand or tweezers work for
me.

4.Pick

up your bundle and calmly turn
over your two outer surfaces and
your grating and with care replace it
back on your work surface.

Cover the grate with another
coaster or any flat material.

Remove the top cover and continue
installing all of the remaining pieces

6.

Your grating is complete. At this
stage you will be able to handle it
with care.
cont. p.9
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cont. from p.7

7.

Raid the kitchen and get a shallow
plate. Add water and a good ten
seconds’ squeeze of the PVA
glue.

9.

11.

8.

Drop the grates into the mix.

10.

On an absorbent towel or rag allow
the mixture to drain out.

12.
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Mix the two together well.

Make sure the wooden grates are
submerged. Leave them soaking
for five minutes.

Depending on the temperature of the
day the grates will dry bonded without
any staining and will be ready for use.

SMSC VISITS
THE HUBERTUS
CLUB SHOW
Pictorial report by Anelia Bennett.
On Sunday, April 17, 6 members of SMSC
attended the Model Ship Show at the Hubertus Club, Luddenham participating in a very
successful display (and they were a credit to
the Club in their uniform shirts).

Michael Bennett, Harry Goedings,
Alan Bideleux, Ralph Hannaford,
Anelia Bennett (photographer) and
Tom Wolf (not in photo) attended,
exhibited and promoted SMSC.
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MODELLING PITFALLS
by Allen Siegel (USA)
Copied with the kind permission of "The Forecastle Report" April 2016
Man learns from failures as well as from success. We were very fortunate to have our mate,
Allen, let us in on how he overcame the inevitable errors one makes when building a ship model. And he did it with great respect for our sensitivities; we all hate to admit to doing things the
wrong way but, thanks to Allen, we came
to learn how to take our setbacks with a
light heart and a good sense of humour.
Allen’s first concern when starting his
“Half Moon” kit was to build a working
board that would hold the keel/centre support firmly and at a perfect right angle to
the base. This was done by adding
clamping posts fore and aft.
Mounting the bulkheads was the next challenge and here Allen employed a right angle
tool and clamps to get them perpendicular to
the centre frame.
Other tools were used to position the transom
sections where the centre frame did not provide support.
Not to say that everything turned out perfect. When Allen ran batten
strips down the hull, he found that not all bulkheads were as symmetrical as one would suppose (given they had been laser cut). To overcome this defect, he laminated strips to the short edges and then
shaped them to allow for proper plank runs. Chalk that one up to the
manufacturer. Good eye, mate.
When the false deck plate was installed, Allen used rubber bands to help shape it to the desired camber. Good idea….but, he found that the main deck running under the poop deck
needed to be installed first before the poop
deck. OK...remove the poop deck by softening the glue with water, install the main deck
section and re-install the poop deck. No
harm done, just a few white knuckles. Balsa
blocks were also installed between bulkheads to strengthen them and prevent any
deforming during planking. This was a really
key move that, oddly enough, the kit did not
scope out. Good thinking there, mate.
cont. p.12
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cont. from p.11
Things went from good to bad to good,
etc., at that point. Allen found that installing
the main wales before laying the hull
planks didn’t work out the way he had
hoped. The motivation was good…..being
able to paint them easily. The problem was
that they interfered with planking and
eventually had to be removed and reinstalled over the planks.

Modelling alfresco can be very relaxing and a little relaxation is very necessary when faced with problems.
Another lesson: relax, it isn’t rocket science, it’s meant
to enjoy.
Making special tools is another way to overcome problems. Here is a
template made to drill tree nail holes in deck planks.

Another tool was created to align and rig
dead eyes and another to help align masts
at the correct rake.
Thinking “out of the box” pays big rewards in time and results. Everyone was very enthused
with Allen’s program and were collectively gratified that all their own hard work and frustrations
had been given such a fine stage. We all learned a lot, not the least of which was a little humility. Thanks, mate, for a fine evening.

ADVICE WITH THE BENEFIT OF
EXPERIENCE:

IT AIN’T A HOBBY IF YOU
HAVE TO HURRY
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
Clubs and organisations with whom SMSC has a reciprocal relationship are
welcome to notify our Members of their events on this page

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL
BOAT EXPO 2016:
The organisers of the Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo due to be held at
Port Macquarie Panthers on 8-10 July 2016, regretfully advise that the
2016 event HAS

BEEN CANCELLED!

This unfortunate cancellation is due to the venue not being available (on
short notice). We will inform our Members if the event is to be held in
2017 as and when we are notified.

CANBERRA EXPO 2016:
This year’s Canberra Expo will be held at the Mount Rogers School on the weekend of

17th to 18th September 2016.
For more info contact: Peter Hateley 6254 7229(h); 0401 670 829(m);
hpeter@webone.com.au.
Exhibitors will need to complete a “pro forma” with their model with a
couple of paragraphs of the history of the vessel.

Toy & Hobby Meet:
Members are advised that there will be a Meet at Penrith Panthers Pavilion, Mulgoa Rd, Penrith on Sunday, July 10, 2016 from 9:00am to
4:00pm; SMSC will be in attendance with a display, please come along
and support your Club..
Members are also advised that another Meet will be held at Penrith Panthers Pavilion, Mulgoa Rd, Penrith on Saturday and Sunday, August 27
and 28, 2016 from 9:00am to 4:00pm.
Display space has been hired for this Show, if interested please contact
Alan Bideleux on 0409 220 544 or by email: abideleux@gmail.com
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HMS Sirius: Progress Report
Michael Bennett, April 2016
It has been two months of bulwarks and planking since I last reported.
Photo 1 shows the hull being prepared for the final
planked bulwarks, the
precut sanding block allowing the curved rear surface to be sanded to the
correct length and angle.
The trial photocopied bulwarks are glued on with
Secotine so they can be
easily soaked off, and a
trial beak is visible. This
pre-assembly allows the
actual length of the bulwarks to be found.
Photo 2 shows the .01” timber sheeting, from which the planking will be cut, being painted in
the correct colours prior to cutting individual planks. The sheeting is made by reducing 1/64”
ply in my thicknesser. I made a little spacer jig to make sure that all the planks were cut to the
same width.

Photo 3 shows the hole for the bowsprit being drilled at
the correct angle
cont. p.15
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Photo 4 shows the photocopied paper bulwarks
being planked to the line
of the lower wale.
The gunports were cut
out of the paper bulwark
before the planking was
glued on, and each gunport could then be easily
cut out from behind
when the whole assembly was turned over.

Photo 5 shows the bulwarks being glued to the
hull, after making sure that the gunports align with
the recesses that had been previously made. The
pins go through the gunports and the little balsa
wood cubes slid down to hold the bulwark in place
while the glue dries.

Photo 6 shows the bulwark being glued into place at the bow. The template for the
stern gallery is Secotined on to make sure
that the distance to the last gunport is correct.

cont. p.16
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Photo 7. The unpainted timber
planking below the lowest black wale
was not difficult, except at the stern
where it was a nightmare as the
curving planks refused to stay in
place while the PVA glue set. Eventually, after planking each side three
times and being unsatisfied with the
result, I tried Titebond, which I found
would hold if I used a small steel tool
to press the end of the plank into position for about 90 seconds while the
glue went off. Each plank had to be
temporarily positioned and cut to
length before the final fixing.
All in all the planking took over 5 weeks to do and I am still not totally happy with it. I console
myself with the fact that the planking on the real ship would not have been completely smooth,
and that most of it will be hidden by the copper plating. The photo shows some trial plating
made from copper shim, but after experimenting I have found that airmail paper painted with
copper paint and then airbrushed with a thin coat of pale blue‐green enamel, looks more realistic and is easier to glue on.

Photo 8 shows the beak, made from 3
separate pieces, prestained to match
the planking.

Photo 9 shows it being glued into a
precut slot.
Next installment will be the copper plating, stern galleries and hopefully, the
deck fitout.
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PROGRESS REPORT: Mike Barton’s (very
slowly constructed) HMS BEAGLE
The photos show that the masts have now
been assembled.
All the blocks were dipped in a 50/50 solution of turps and satin polyurethane.
Once dry they were redrilled and a small
number have been fastened to the mast
and yards.

The twine that came with the kit was beige
coloured so it was coloured with a black water based stain and when dry, drawn across
black wax to remove the “furriness”.
I used any knots that seemed appropriate to
fasten the blocks on.

PROGRESS REPORT:
THE BLACK PEARL
by Tom Wolf
Based on the newsagents Amati/HatchettePatchworks model of the Black Pearl (as reported in previous issues), this model build
was started late last October, this is the 6
months stage of the build.
The hull and decking are almost finished and
the masts (x3) and bowsprit are also finished,
leaving just the rails to be positioned and varnishing the project, it is hoped to have the
shrouds and ratlines finished in time for Expo
so that making the spars can be demoinstrated.
In the meantime, the build of HMS Leopard
and HMT Dunera have been suspended and
part-built.
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